
Sci Fi 

Science Fiction and Astronomy 
 

Many science fiction books include subjects of astronomical interest.  Here is a list of some that have been 
recommended to me or I’ve read.  I expect that most are not in the University library but many are available 
in Kindle and other e-formats.  At the top of my list is a URL to a much longer list by Andrew Fraknoi of 
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.  Each title in his list has a very brief summary indicating the kind 
of story it is.  
 
Andrew Fraknoi’s list (http://www.astrosociety.org/education/resources/scifi.html). 
 
Gregory Benford is a plasma physicist who has been rated by some as one of the finest observes and 
interpreters of science in modern fiction. Note: 

Timescape [Vista, ISBN 0575600500] 
In the Ocean of Night [Vista, ISBN 0575600357] 
Across the Sea of Suns [Vista, ISBN 0575600551] 
Great Sky River [Gallancy, ISBN 0575058315] 
Eater and over 2 dozen more available as e-books. 
 
Stephen Baxter Titan [Voyager, 1997, ISBN 0002254247] has been strongly recommended by New 
Scientist as a tense, near future, thriller you shouldn’t miss. 

David Brin has a PhD in astrophysics with which he brings real understanding of the Universe to his 
stories.  The Crystal Spheres won an award. 

Fred Hoyle is probably the most famous astronomer to have written science fiction.  The Back Cloud 
[Macmillan, ISBN 0333556011] is his classic, followed by A for Andromeda.  Try also October the First is 
too late. 

Larry Niven’s stories include plenty of ideas inspired by modern astronomy.  Try World Out of Time and 
Integral Trees [Del-Ray Book, ISBN 0345320654] or The Smoke Ring [Orbitt, ISBN 1857233115] and the 
Ringworld series (certainly recommended). 

Fred Pohl has written many books.  Gateway and Man Plus [Baen Books, ISBN 067187618X] are 
favourites. 

Carl Sagan not only popularised science but wrote the best seller Contact [Arrow, ISBN 009925929X], a 
variant of Hoyle’s ‘message from space’ theme. 

Charles Sheffield has a PhD in Physics.  His novel Between the Strokes of Night suggests an imaginative 
form of intergalactic life.  Short Stories are collected in Vectors and Hidden Variables. 

John Varley’s The Ophiuchi Hotline [ACE Books, ISBN 0441634842] is full of ideas. 

Cixin Liu’s trilogy The Three Body Problem is a well-told imaginative series set in the near future. 

Other professional astronomers writing science fiction are: 

David Clayton Joshua Factor 

Paul Davies Fireball 

Robert Forward Dragon’s Egg [Hadden, ISBN 0340655763] and Starquake [Ballantine, ISBN 
0345388984] 

J Craig Wheeler The Krone Experiment [Souvenir, ISBN 0285628291] 

For holiday reading (and don’t tell anyone I suggested these!) 

Vera Nazarian The Atlantis Grail series. 

E M Foner For SF with humour, the EarthCent Ambassador Series set on Union Station.  No. 1 sets the 
scene. 
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